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1997: Womanifesto. Exhibition at Concrete House and Baan Chao Phraya Gallery. (Organised by 
Nitaya Ueareeworakul and Varsha Nair. Advisors: Somporn Rodboon and Ark Fongsmut. 
Catalogue. Partially funded by Japan Foundation) 

Planning of the first event started in 1996 with regular meetings between Nitaya and kn their homes 
and tater at Baan Chao Phraya Gallery on Phra Arthit Road of which Ark Fongsmut was the director. 
Communication with participating artists, gathering and editing texts, PR and logistical planning was .~ u,e.,.L--
handled according to individual abilities, with Nita ya handling Thai texts and Varsha, EnglishCJl:i.. the .,t,<"n .,.\ • ......6 , V\. 
months leading up to March 1997 when the exhibitions opened, alorrt, with Ark Fongsmut's input we h.o~ 1 ..S 
designed the catalogue, poster, and the exhibition layout and opening day programi:)- tJ h.-o~ · 

1999: Womanifesto II. Exhibition held at Saranrom Park, Bangkok. (Organised by 
Ueareeworakul, Pantini Chamnianwai and Studio Xang. Catalogue and Video documentation. 
Funded by Bangkok Metropolitan Authority) 

Charged by the excitement and energy of the first event we ploughed on with planning the t"d one. We 
were informed that BMA was interested to receive a proposal from us for a project to be based in a 
public place, something that we were also keen on exploring. And with funding ensured we were able to 
consider inviting a larger number of artists. The key organiser was Nita ya who was assisted by her 
partner Pantini Chamnianwai in their art space - Studio Xang. The event was also supported by 
Duanghatai Pongprasit, a member of Hers Group - a group of then recent graduates of Silpakom Art 
School and the Empower Foundation, an non-governmental organisation involved in conducting , 
education programmes for sex workers. I was involved in this early stage of planning and later liaising 
with visiting artists, but not with other logistical matters as working with the BMA required going back 
and forth with never ending paperwork, all in Thai which I was unable to help with. The challenges were 
many, including paring down the event as the funding was insufficient, helping artists work and install 
outdoors with unseasonal rain often interrupting the process. Also, funding by the BMA was only given 
long after the completion of the event, which meant having the stress to fine monies beforehand. Nita ya 
borrowed the money from Studio Xang, money they had earned from teaching and conducting regular 
art classes and workshops for children at the Studio. 
The general feeling post event was of exhaustion, of missing the closeness and exchanges amongst the 
participants we had experienced at the first one, and of not wanting to gather a large group again. We 
even discussed not planning for Womanifesto to happen bi-annually, giving ourselves more time to 
regain energy and concentrate on our work and family life. 

This lead to the idea of going on a "picnic", away from Bangkok. 

2001: Womanifesto Workshop 2001. Community-based workshop at Boon Bandarn Farm, 
Kantharaluk, N E Thailand. (Organised by Nair, Ueareeworakul, Preenun Nana, and Naomi Urabe. 
Catalogue and Video documentation. Funded by Heinrich Boell Foundation) 

Initial idea was to have a small group of 8 or 10 get on a train and go somewhere rural and preferable 
within a community of artisans, see what we find, and start conversations based on that- a kind of 10-
day talkfest around friendship, fun, teaming and exchanging ideas and not necessarily about making our 
own art to exhibit. 
We thought of N E Thailand as Nitaya who originally hails from Udon Thani provided a connection with 
the region and Thai artist Maitree Parahom, a friend of Nitaya's invited us to visit his family's farm near 
Kantharaluk in Si Saket province. On our first visit to Boon Bandam farm we spent a few days, 
acquainting ourselves with the surrounding villages and communities, and meeting and talking with his 
parents about Womanifesto and wanting to set up a workshop engaging artisans from the area. They 
welcomed the idea and Khun Pan Parahom, Maitree's mother was particularly encouraging. Meeting 
her, seeing her way of being and living, was very inspiring and we immediately decided on basing the 
workshop there. Maitree had experimented with constructing mud huts on the farm, and there was the 
large family house, but clearly we needed to build more accommodation and living facilities. We 
discussed the possibility of building simple bamboo huts with thatched roof, material in abundant supply 
locally, with the help of people on the farm. We also agreed that a central large 'sala' space was 
needed, which would be the gathering point for all activities. 
All of this, we were aware, would require funding. So, who to approach and how to go about to find 
funding? 
The government had just set up the OTOP initiative (to start in 2001) and we approached a political 
candidate of the party then in power. She showed interest but asked if we could change our project to 
be based in her constituency, in a community in Bangkok instead, which we said we could consider in 
future but that we needed funding for the project to be based in Isam. Clearly decentralising and 
wanting to base activities on a farm and in Isam, an area that is mostly looked down upon as being poor 
and people from the region as having little culture, was not seen as being of value. 


